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Procuring agency proporly excluded the
protester's propcwvl from the competi-
tive range because the protester stated
that its proposed equipment could not
satisfy a clearly disclosed mandatory
requirement.

Digital Equipment Corporation (Digital) protests
the determination made by the Army to exclude Digital

from the competitive range in connection with request

for proposals (RFP) No. MDA903-82-R-0021 issued by the

Army fox; word processing systems and related items.

The Army; reports that Digital did not offer to meet
specific mandatory requirements. Digital contenda

* that the Army inaccurately evaluated Digital's pro--

posal and that Digital could have eliminated minor

deficiencies during discussions, which would have
resulted in substantial savings for the Army. We
find that the protest is without merit.

The REP sought word processing equipment,
,1; maintenance, training, and stait-up supplies for use

in the continental United States and Qawaii, Alaska,

J;* and Panama. The RFP stated that proposed equipment

4', must meet the mandatory requirements outlined in the
RFP, which addressed maintenance, environment (where

I tthe equipment would be used), and system availability.ft.. Digital's offlet--one of the 12 t;tmely offers received

p by the Army--4;as evaluated by the Army'8 teclinical
)) - evaluation team. Based on that evaluation, the con-

tracting officer determined that figital was not
proposing to satisfy the Army's mandatory require-

'V .mtents regarding maintenance, ertvrOtnment, training,
and system availability. For exmLmple, Digital's

f) j proposal stated that Digital cannot guarantee system

'1 availability inAlaska and Panama. Thus, the con-

tracting officer concluded that Digital did not have
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a reasonable chance of being the successful offeror
"and excluded Digital's proposal from the competitive
range.

Digital contends that the'Army's evaluated
deficiencies in itg pEiuposal could easily be remedied
with regard to maintenance, environment, and training,
thereby atLing tfie Army substantially compared with
the proposed price of the successful offeror. However,
wa note.that Digital does not statp that it could satisfy
the Army's requirement for system-availability in Alaska
and Panama.

In deciding protests against an aqenciy's detormina-
tion to exclude a proposal from the copiuetitive range,
we recognize that such a detrnminationris primarily a
matter of administrati4e'discrcstion, which we will not
question when the agpncy has a reasonable basis, See,
e.3,, Deoilou, B-198614, September 3, 1980, 80-2 CFD
169; P & . Invastment Corporation, B-202360, Juno ZO,
1981, 81-1 CPD 543. Here, there is no dispute by Digital
thsat it did not intend to satisfy the RFPIs mandatory
system availability requirement in Alaska and Panama.
Since Digital could not satisfy this clearly disclosed
mandatory requirement, we conclude that the Army had a
reasonable basis to exclude Digital's proposal from
the competitive range. In our view, in essence, the
Army prop3rly determined that Digital's exception to
the mandatory system availability requirement required
Digital's proposal technically unacceptable.

In view of our conclusion, there is no need to
consider the other aspects of Digital's protest.

Protest denied.
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